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WHITE BATS - PRESSKIT 2019

White Bats return to the stages this

They

year 2019 after a break. They have

designing a tense and expansive

returned

sound, updating in the dark an

with

consolidated

strength

and

formation,

a

their

characteristic and personal sound,
adding

new

spectacular

elements,

and

devastating

their
live

performance that leaves no one
indifferent,

more

attitude

and

freshness than ever. Víctor Ferrero
(drums and percussion), Jake Feijóo
(guitar and synthesizers) and Álvaro
Ibáñez (vocals) are in top shape. This
summer 2019 they are presenting
their WB-3 Tour 2019, which will pass
through cities such as Madrid, Lugo,

build

magnificent

themes,

attitude full of style.
In September 2015 they signed for
Subterfuge Records (one of the
major indie labels in Spain), the label
under which their second EP was
published in January 2016, entitled
"Complex

Echoes".

Their

‘Daylight,

Sunset’

has

single
already

reached more than 250,000 listens
on Spotify, being heard in the UK,
USA, Mexico and Spain, among other
countries.

Ourense or Oviedo, among other

White Bats have passed through the

Spanish cities.

most important venues in the capital

The

emergence

of

White

Bats

(Madrid, 2014) in the indie scene
provoked

effusive

reactions

instantly after the publication of his
impeccable first EP "White Bats".

of Spain: Ochoymedio Club (Sala
But), La Riviera, Joy Eslava, El Sol,
El Sótano or Siroco among others.
They have also visited Barcelona

whitebatsband@gmail.com

(Apollo), Valencia and many other

In 2016 and 2017 they played at

Spanish cities.

serveral festivals in Spain too.

They have accompanied artists such

Since their formation in 2014, they

as Neuman, Polock or Cycle on

have performed more than 50 gigs

stage. In 2016 they performed on

in front of thousand of people.

Gay Pride in Plaza de España in
Madrid, and at festivals such as
Tomavistas, Festival do Norte, Loro
Facu, VdeValarés, etc.
In February 2016, they presented

After a period of inactivity, White
Bats are in full shape and return to
the stages this year 2019 with a
reformed formation, many future
plans and some brand new music.

their second EP 'Complex Echoes' at
El Sótano venue in Madrid, where the
'Sold Out' sign was hung days before.

MEDIA LINKS

White Bats - Complex Echoes (YouTube)
White Bats - Stockport LIVE Joy Eslava
WB-3 Tour Demo Video
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